
Subject: English                        Formative Assessment 4                  Marks: 20 

Class: 9th                                                           (Based on Kalika Chetarike)                                  Timing: 45 minutes  

 

Q.I Do as directed.                                                                                                                                                   3x1=3 

1. Change the following sentence into reported speech. 
     Geeta said to her brother, “I am busy now in reading novel.” 
     Answer: ________________________________________________________________. 
2. Fill in the blanks using the phrasal verbs given. 
     Parents __________ their children.      a) put on    b) look after    c) cut down     d) put out 
     Answer: ___________________________. 
3. Complete the poem with the rhyming words given. 
    Star light, star bright, 
    First star I see_________; 
    I wish I may, I wish I might, 
    Have the wish I wish tonight.           a) again     b) got      c) tonight       d) always     Answer: __________ 
Q.II Write a short poem on this picture.                                                                                                             1x4=4 

4.    

 

 

 

 

 
Q.III Observe the table and answer the questions.                                                                                          3x1=3 
   Shankar is a class X student. Look at his report card and marks in different subjects. 

Subject FA 1 FA 2 FA 3 

Kannada 18 19 16 

English 17 18 13 

Hindi 18 19 12 

Mathematics 15 18 10 

5. In which term did Shankar do better?     Answer: ___________________________. 
6. In which subject did Shankar get the highest marks?    Answer: ___________________________. 
7. What are the subjects in which Raju got less marks?     Answer: ___________________________. 
Q.IV Read the sentence and guess the meaning of underlined words.                                                        3x1=3 
8. The rain poured down all morning.       a. spilt       b. fell      c. overflowed   Answer: __________________ 
9. My sister’s eyes resemble our mother’s eyes.       a. run like      b. look like        c. feel like 
Answer: ________________ 
10. The poor little duckling was quite miserable because he was laughed at by the whole farmyard. 
a. calm      b. hungry      c. unhappy    Answer: ________________ 

Q.V Read the clues and guess the answers.                                                                                            3x1=3 

11. I am small. You can call people with me. I can be used to text, internet, or play games. What am I? 
12. I make you feel hot. I am yellow and round. I can be found in the sky. Who am I? 
13. I can stop traffic. I can catch criminals. I keep people safe. Who am I? 
Q.VI Choose any one topic and write about it.                                                                                                  1x4=4 
14. Watching a film with your family.   OR   A recent family function you attended. 
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